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For this paper you must have:
 an AQA 12-page answer book.

Time allowed
 2 hours

Instructions
 Use black ink or black ball-point pen.
 Write the information required on the front of your answer book.  The Examining Body for this 

paper is AQA.  The Paper Reference is ENGB1.
 Answer two questions.
 There are two sections:
 Section A: Text Varieties
 Section B: Language and Social Contexts. 
 Answer Question 1 from Section A.
 Answer either Question 2 or Question 3 or Question 4 from Section B.
 At the very start of the examination, tear along the perforations to detach the questions on 

page 2.
 Do all rough work in your answer book.  Cross through any work that you do not want to be marked.

Information
 The marks for questions are shown in brackets.
 The maximum mark for this paper is 96.
 There are 48 marks for each question.
 You will be marked on your ability to:
 – use good English
 – organise information clearly
 – use specialist vocabulary where appropriate. 

Advice
 It is recommended that you spend one hour on each section, with 15 minutes on the reading and 

preparation of the data and 45 minutes for writing each answer.
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Section A – Text Varieties

Answer Question 1.

You are advised to spend one hour on this section.

You may detach this page by tearing along the perforations.

Question 1

0 1  Study the Texts A–G on the next six pages.  These texts illustrate different varieties of 
language use.

 Discuss various ways in which these texts can be grouped, giving linguistic reasons for 
your choices. (48 marks)

Section B – Language and Social Contexts

Answer either Question 2 or Question 3 or Question 4.

The texts for Questions 2, 3 and 4 are on pages 10–13.

You are advised to spend one hour on this section.

EITHER

Question 2

0 2  Language and Gender
 With detailed reference to Text H and to relevant ideas from language study, explore 

how far gender affects language use. (48 marks)

OR

Question 3

0 3  Language and Power
 With detailed reference to Text I and to relevant ideas from language study, explore how 

written language is used to assert power. (48 marks)

OR

Question 4

0 4  Language and Technology
 With detailed reference to Text J and to relevant ideas from language study, explore 

how technology affects language use. (48 marks)

END  OF  QUESTIONS
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Turn over 

Text A

This is a conversation between Amy and Pam.  Amy is describing her visit to a shop while abroad.

Key: (.)  indicates a brief pause.
 Numbers within brackets indicate length of pause in seconds.
 Other contextual information is in italics in square brackets.

Amy: I was (.) I wasn’t intendin to buy anythin at all but I was quite tempted and I said to 
him you know the leather’s so soft he said yes it’s sheep baa baa sheep you know 
what I mean [laughter] ah I didn’t know that they use sheep for leather [laughter]

Pam: yeah cos kid (.) cos lamb leather (.) lamb’s leather is the softest one
Amy: oh right (.) oh well that’s what it was
Pam: yeah (.) goat leather (.) kid (.) kid’s leather
Amy: kid yeah
Pam: kid gloves (1.0) kid gloves are made from goats baby goats
Amy: oh yes that’s why they call them that
Pam: yes that’s why they are called kid gloves so if you handle something with kid gloves 

it’s because the leather’s so soft it’s like butter
Amy: um but I didn’t realise that they ever use sheep [laughter]

5

10

Source: Private Data

Text B

This is a transcript of a train announcement during a journey from London.

Key: (.)  indicates a brief pause.
 (1.0)  indicates a pause of one second.

Male voice: good afternoon ladies and gentlemen welcome too to those of you joining in the 
last few minutes this is the delayed 15.18 departure for Liverpool Lime Street 
(.) we’ll be calling at Milton Keynes Nuneaton Central Stafford Crewe Runcorn 
and (.) into Liverpool Lime Street (1.0) Central London leaving just a little over 
ten minutes late (.) so you shouldn’t have too many problems makin all your 
connections (.) pickin up that a little bit later on in the journey to let you know 
how we are doin for time (.) first class accommodation is towards the rear of 
the train the rear three coaches coaches H J and K (.) with standard in the 
remaining coaches in the centre and (.) front

5

Source: Private Data
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Text C

This was displayed at the entrance to a building site.

Source: Courtesy of Vivid Interiors Limited
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Text D

This was written by Oliver, aged 9.

Source: Private Data

Turn over 
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Text E

This was in The Guardian Weekend Magazine.

Official fuel consumption figures for the A4 Avant range in mpg (1/100km): from Urban 21.6-41.5 (13.1-6.8), Extra Urban

Source: © Volkswagen group, Ltd
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Turn over 

Text F

This promotional text for Birds Eye Potato Waffles was sent in the post.

Source: Birds Eye Limited
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Text G

This is the front and back of a card placed in a hotel room.

FRONT

BACK

Source: Grange Hotels
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The Texts for Questions 2, 3 and 4 are on pages 10, 11, 12 and 13.
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Language and Gender

Text H

Text for Question 2

This is a transcript of a conversation between two women.  They are discussing a rash that Andrea 
developed while on holiday.

Key: (.)  indicates a brief pause.
 Numbers within brackets indicate length of pause in seconds.
 Words between vertical lines are spoken simultaneously.
 Other contextual information is in italics in square brackets.

Andrea: I went to the pharmacist

Barbara: in Egypt

Andrea: no when I got  home (.) well I stopped (.) when I got home I stopped using the 

deodorant  (1.0) that I’d been using 

Barbara: yeah  

Andrea: and it immediate (.) it’s very bad when I got home (.) I’d say for two days it’s very 

bad (.)  it left like a (2.0) [demonstrating shape of rash] it’s a big red circle (2.0) a 

grazed (5.0) [demonstrating place] 

Barbara: there 

Andrea: here        

Barbara: yeah that’s what mine was like

Andrea: and then as the redness subsided it just got very very dry

Barbara: and was it itchy 

Andrea: very itchy

Barbara: under here       

Andrea: it still is actually it’s still very itchy (1.0) not so much underneath  but

Barbara:    yeah  

Andrea: but at the side that bit at the side if you looked in the mirror you’d just see 

something like that and 

Barbara: yeah yeah mine was

Andrea: so I went to the pharmacist and (.) and explained what had happened and said 

I thought it (.) possibly was an allergic reaction to the deodorant (.) um and they 

gave me Benadryl (3.0)      

Barbara: cream

5
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Turn over 

Andrea: cream

Barbara: yeah I’ve got some cream 

Andrea: so (.) but I’ve only used it twice to be honest it was going anyway

Barbara: yeah right so I wonder what yours was then (.) cos they sound exactly the same as 

mine (.) except mine lasted longer 

Andrea: I think it probably was the deodorant because as soon as I got back I stopped 

using it and I bought the Dove deodorant that’s got the moisturiser in it 

Barbara: the body stuff do you mean 

Andrea: because it’s (.) it’s it’s just flaky skin 

Barbara: yeah 

Andrea: and it’s still not right (1.0) it’s (.) I only used Benadryl twice (3.0) it was going 

anyway 

Barbara: right I just wondered if there’s anything you’d used that I’d used 

Andrea: I think mine must originally have just been (.) a bit of an allergy 

Barbara: yeah

Andrea: well when you have hay fever as a child (.) quite badly (.) like Ellie has hay fever 

quite badly 

Barbara: yeah

Andrea: and all through like your exam years  

Barbara: yeah (1.0) I’ve never had (.) er hay fever or asthma  

Andrea: then in my late twenties (2.0)  I (.) stopped having hay fever and then after I’d had 

the children I had skin (.) allergies which I’d never ever had before 

Barbara: yeah 

Andrea: because after I had Charlie you know how (.) there is a name for it but I can’t 

remember what it is it’s something when you get an itch when you’re pregnant 

(1.0) idiopathic (.) something or other    

Barbara: right
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Source: Private Data
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Language and Power

Text I

Text for Question 3

This is an extract from an insert published by Amnesty International, a charity supporting human 
rights.

Source: © Amnesty International UK, www.amnesty.org.uk
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Language and Technology
Text J

Text for Question 4

These are a series of emails sent by two males, aged 21, who plan to move to London.

From:  Fletcher, Brian  <brian.fletcher@flintshiremedia.co.uk>
Date:  2009/9/11
To:  john@johnwilson.com
SOME REAL GOOD PLACES FOR BETWEEN 90 - 110 A WEEK EACH.
http://www.gumtree.com/london/79/45195479.html
http://www.gumtree.com/london/73/43504273.html
http://www.rightmove.co.uk/property-to-rent/property- - AVAILABLE WHEN WE WANT TO MOVE! 
LOOK AT THIS ONE FIRST!

From:  John Wilson john@johnwilson.com>
Date:  2009/9/11
To:  “Fletcher, Brian -  <brian.fletcher@flintshiremedia.co.uk>
I LOVE THIS ONE!
http://www.rightmove.co.uk/property-to-rent/property-

And i really really like these two =D

http://www.rightmove.co.uk/property-to-rent/property-
http://www.rightmove.co.uk/property-to-rent/property-
not so sure on the one that is available when were moving though lol 
xoxoxoxo

From:  Fletcher, Brian - <brian.fletcher@flintshiremedia.co.uk>
Date:  2009/9/11
To:  John Wilson <john@johnwilson.com>
I loved the top one too, but have never heard of that area. There are a lot of nice ones in Tulse Hill 
though, so it might be worth finding more out about the area. The top one will go in a flash though...
And yeah, the second two are really nice. Especially the one in Brockley. 
The cheapest areas I’ve found so far have been Brockley, New Cross, and Brixton. 
There were a couple of nice ones in Hoxton as well. But I could spend pages and pages of links for 
you to look at! The good thing abotu the one available when we move is... that it was available when 
we move. Haha. I didn’t think it looked too bad - it’s just that it’s obviously a part of a block of flats.
I think we want more of a flat/house than a flat though, don’t we?
x

From:  John Wilson <john@johnwilson.com>
Date:  2009/9/11
To:  “Fletcher, Brian -” <brian.fletcher@flintshiremedia.co.uk>
Yeah we want more of a flat / house as apose to a flat =D
i mean the ones in tulse hill look perfect for what we want 
that one with wood flooring was awesome too
and i like the fact they all have off street parking or an actual space for you 
brian i’m getting all excited 
lunch at 1.30 still?
xo xo xo 

From:  Fletcher, Brian -  <brian.fletcher@flintshiremedia.co.uk>
Date:  2009/9/11
To:  John Wilson <john@johnwilson.com>
i’m getting exciting too!yes. i’ll leave the office at 1.30. so meet you at angel?
x

Source: Private Data
END  OF  TEXTS
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